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The Situation in Finland

Sampo Forsström
DATES:
- Tue 10.3. (seminar)
- Thu 12.3. (change)
- Wed 18.3. (shutdown)
- Fri 27.3. (8th day behind us)

Technologies and other factors impacting our society and education

Artificial Intelligence
Machine Learning
Robotics
Virtual Reality
COVID-19
STRATEGY
1. Communication
2. Interaction
3. Learning Environment
4. Collaborative and Activating Learning Tools
5. Content Creation
6. Assessment
STRUCTURE

• “Normal” timetable
• All Subjects Included
• Special Teachers’ Role
• Small amount of children study at the schools
• Distance Teaching
• Help & Support
  - OpenZoom
  - UEF Q&A hour
• Research/Feedback
  - Menti (Chat)
• Wellbeing
• Inequality
Contact Information
- sampo.forsstrom@uef.fi
- linkedin.com/in/sampof
- www.fclab.fi
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More info:
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TEACHING IN TIME OF CORONA

FRIDAY 27 MARCH, 2 PM CET

Authentic stories and action plans to reach out to students at home